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Abstract—Consider the problem of joint state estimation and
mode identification for over-the-horizon radar (OTHR) multipath
target tracking, where multiple resolvable detections correspond-
ing to the different propagation modes come from the same
target, a consensus based distributed expectation-maximization
(EM) framework is proposed in this paper. By regarding the
OTHR as a sensor network where each propagation mode
corresponds to a sensor node, the proposed distributed EM deals
with the multiple data association and state estimation jointly
based on the network consensus theory. In the E-step, each
mode independently calculates local state estimate by using its
associated measurement. A consensus filter is used to exchange
its localized estimate with its neighbors and then fuse them. In
the M-step, each mode uses the estimated global state to find
the local optimal measurement in the nearest neighbor sense.
Based on the above iterative and consensus mechanism, the global
optimal state estimate is obtained in the E-step while the local
optimal measurement for each mode is chosen in the M-step.
The proposed distributed EM algorithm is more accurate and
computational effective than the conventional EM algorithm via
a numerical example of OTHR target tracking.

Index Terms—multipath, expectation maximization, consensus
filter, OTHR

I. INTRODUCTION

Skywave over-the-horizon radar (OTHR) systems operating
in the high-frequency (HF) band (3-30 MHz) exploit signal
refection from the ionosphere to detect and track airborne
and surface targets at ranges an order of magnitude greater
than conventional line-of-sight radars. A chief advantage of
OTHR systems is their ability to persistently monitor remote
geographical regions where microwave radar coverage is either
not feasible or convenient [1]. The capability of OTHR sys-
tems to provide cost-effective early-warning surveillance over
wide areas at ground distances of up to 3000km makes them
uniquely important in a number of applications [2].

However, a major complicating factor in OTHR is that
HF radiowave propagation through the ionosphere often gives
risk to multiple propagation paths, or ray modes, between
the radar and a target, which results in multiple resolved
detections at each radar dwell and in multiple slant tracks from
a single target [3]. Furthermore, the multipath propagation
is unavoidable since it is often impossible to select a radar
operating frequency that results in single-mode propagation
to the region of interest [4]. Consequently, the difficulty in
tracking a target for OTHR arises from the uncertain origin
of the measurements and the uncertainty in the presence of

multipath propagation. Much attention has been paid on the
multipath state estimation for OTHR. In our opinions, these
methods belong to one of the following two categories.

The first category is track-based where multi-path tracks
are obtained in slant or radar coordinates based on probabilis-
tic data association (PDA) [5-7] or Viterbi data association
(VDA) [8-11], and further fused in ground coordinates via
coordinate registration transformation, which requires knowl-
edge of the ionospheric propagation conditions. The most
well-known fusion solution is the multi-hypothesis multipath
track fusion [12-14] through establishing propagation path-
dependent track-to-target association hypotheses, calculating
the hypothesis probabilities, and further obtaining the fused
track in the minimum mean squared error sense.

An alternative category is measurement-based where track
prediction and measurement-target-mode association are im-
plemented in slant coordinates and the track updating fulfilled
in ground coordinates. One well-known scheme is multi-
path probabilistic data association (MPDA) [4, 15], which
combines multi-path measurements for state updating. Another
scheme is multipath Viterbi data association (MVDA) [16],
which chooses the optimal pass (measurement and propagation
associations) to maximize the likelihood function. Recently,
there have been some developments on OTHR multitarget
tracking such as multiple detection MHT (MD-MHT) [17] and
multiple detection JPDA (MD-JPDA) [18], which also belong
to the measurement-based category.

In fact, the OTHR multipath data association and state
estimation problem involves both identification and estima-
tion. Identification in this sense includes data association and
propagation mode, while estimation includes path-conditional
state estimation and multipath track fusion. Essentially, the
identification and estimation are highly coupled and affect each
other. Namely, the identification mistake of multipath data
association deteriorates state estimation and track fusion while
the estimate error triggers the identification risk. However,
both track-based methods and measurement-based methods
combine identification with estimation. It is highly demanded
to develop the joint optimization of identification and esti-
mation. Considering the case of multiple observations of a
single target in clutter, Pulford and Logothetis [19] presented
the expectation maximization data association (EMDA) for
fixed-interval Kalman smoothing conditioned on the MAP
estimation of measurement-to-mode association sequence in



the expectation-maximization (EM) framework. However, as
mentioned in [19], the EMDA is suitable for off-line, batch
computation. It is suggested that an approximate method is
needed to decrease the computational cost. In our previous
works, we proposed the joint multipath data association and
state estimation (JMAE) algorithm [20] to obtain the ap-
proximate solutions, which is more computationally effective
than the EMDA and is superior to the well-known MPDA.
However, both of the EMDA and the JMAE are based on the
traditional expectation-maximization (EM) with a centralized
architecture whereby all the valid measurements from each
mode are combined to estimate the target’s trajectory. The
centralized EM algorithm often converges very slowly and
has expensive computational burden, especially when applied
to the high-dimension missing data (association hypothesis),
such as OTHR multipath target tracking. Consequently, it is
necessary to find a distributed EM algorithm to decrease the
computational burden. However, to the authors’ knowledge,
this topic is still open.

In this paper, we regard the OTHR multipath target tracking
as a sensor network where each propagation mode corresponds
to a sensor node in the network, and a distributed EM algorith-
m based on consensus filter (DCEM) is proposed to perform
the multiple data association and state estimation jointly. In
the E-step, each propagation mode calculates the local, state
estimate independently, and receives the local estimates of
its neighboring nodes to update its local state estimate by
using a consensus filter. In the M-step, the local optimal
measurement for each mode is searched by using the updated
state estimate via the nearest neighbor algorithm, which is
desirable to decrease the computational cost.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
formulates the problem of OTHR multipath target tracking.
In Section III, the joint classification and estimation scheme
based on DCEM is proposed. Simulation results are presented
in Section IV followed by concluding remarks in Section V.

Throughout this paper, the superscripts “-1” and “T ” repre-
sent the inverse and transpose operations of a matrix, respec-
tively; N{x;μ, P} represents the Gaussian probability func-
tion of x with mean μ and covariance P ; E is mathematical
expectation. The notation ⊗ refers to the Kronecker product.
I and 0 denote the identity matrix and the zero matrix with
proper dimensions, respectively. I {•} denotes the indicator
function, which equals one if the event {•} is true, or zero
otherwise. For a vector x, define D(x, P ) = xTP−1x, where
P is a positive-definite matrix.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Consider a single target in the clutter environment. The
target state in ground coordinates at time instant k is defined
by xk = [Rk, Ṙk, ϑk, ϑ̇k]

T , which consists of ground range R,
range rate Ṙ, bearing ϑ and bearing rate ϑ̇. The discrete-time
state equation is

xk+1 = f(xk) + vk (1)

where the state transition function f(•) is given; vk is a zero-
mean white Gaussian noise vector with the known covariance
Qk; k is time instant.
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Fig. 1: Radar signal propagation via the ith mode [4]

The multipath propagation is shown in Fig.1. The virtual
ionospheric heights on transmission and reception via the
ith propagation mode are denoted by hi

t and hi
r. The target

measurement via the ith propagation mode is detected with the
detection probability P i

d, and the corresponding measurement
of the detected target measurement at time instant k is

yik = hi(xk) + wi
k, i = 1, 2, ..., t (2)

where yk = [rk, ṙk, θk]
T consists of slant range rk, range

rate ṙk and azimuth θk; t is the number of possible iono-
spheric propagation modes; the measurement function hi(•)
is assumed known in contrast to the approach in [15]; the
measurement noise wi

k+1 is a zero-mean white Gaussian noise
vector with known covariances Ri

k+1 > 0. The initial state x0

is Gaussian distributed with known mean x̄0 and associated
covariance Σ0. Here vk, wi

k and x0 are mutually independent.
The standard uniform and Poisson models are used to

represent the clutter. The probability density function (pdf) of
clutter measurements in a region G(k) with the corresponding
volume VG(k) is assumed to be uniformly distributed [4]:

pc(yk) =

{
VG(k)

−1 if yk ∈ G(k)

0 otherwise.
(3)

The number of clutter points in a region G(k) with the cor-
responding volume VG(k) is assumed to be Poisson distributed
with point mass function μc(•):

μc(n) =
(λVG(k))

ne−λVG(k)

n!
, n = 0, 1, 2, ... (4)

where λ is the spatial density of the clutter, and the corre-
sponding clutters set is denoted by Ck .

The validation region for each filter is established in order
to reduce the association hypothesis events that described in
[4]. Denote the volumes of the gates and its corresponding
number of measurements at time instant k via ith propagation
mode by V i

k and mi
k, respectively.

The measurement set of OTHR system at time instant k is
defined by

Yk = {yk(j)}Mk

j=1 (5)

yk(j) ∈
{
yik
}t

i=1

⋃
{Ck} (6)



where Mk is the number of measurements at time instant k.
Definition 2.1 Define the measurement-to-target association

and the target measurement-to-mode association at time instant
k by ak ∈ {−1, 0, ...,Mk} and bk ∈ {1, 2, ..., t}, respectively:

• “ak = −1”: the target measurement does not exist and
all measurements are due to clutter;

• “ak = 0”: the target exists, but all measurements are due
to clutter;

• “ak = n, n > 0”: the target exists, and the nth measure-
ment is originated from the interested target;

• “bk = i”: the detected target measurement is via the ith
propagation.

Notation 2.1 Denote the sequence of measurements Y k
k−l =

{Yk−l, ..., Yk}, the sequence of states Xk
k−l = {Xk−l, ..., Xk},

the sequence of measurement-to-target associations Ak
k−l =

{ak−l, ..., ak} and the sequence of measurement-to-mode as-
sociations Bk

k−l = {bk−l, ..., bk}, respectively.
The model parameters Θ are defined as follows:

Θ = {f, hi, hi
t, h

i
r, R

i, Q, P i
d, x̄0,Σ0, λ, A,B, t} (7)

Assuming the model parameters Θ are exactly known, and
given the measurement sequence Y k

k−l, the optimal (in a MAP
sense ) estimates of Xk

k−l are obtained by maximizing the
probability density function of Xk

k−l conditioned on Y k
k−l, i.e.,

XMAP = argmax
Xk

k−l

f(Xk
k−l|Y k

k−l,Θ) (8)

However, the model parameters Θ are partly known, that
is, both the measurement-to-target associations Ak

k−l and
the measurement-to-mode associations Bk

k−l are unknown.
As a consequence, the OTHR multipath target tracking can
be treated as the problem of estimation in the presence of
incomplete data. The EM algorithm has been widely used
in the engineering and statistical literature as an iterative
optimization procedure for computing maximum likelihood
(or MAP) parameter estimates of incomplete data problem
[21]-[24], which is helpful in improving the performance of
estimation and identification under multiple uncertainties, and
avoids an exhaustive search through a larger solution space.

Remark 2.1. In reality, the behavior of the ionosphere and
the resulting propagation modes is highly complex. The virtual
heights of ionosphere including hi

t and hi
r are not known

exactly. Meanwhile, the number of propagation modes t is
also time-varying. Both of them are provided by the iono-
sphere detection device subsystem. In this paper, a constant
ionospheric model is used analogously as in [4].

Remark 2.2. The OTHR multipath target tracking involves
both identification of the multiple data association and state
estimation where the performance of identification and esti-
mation affects each other, the EM based algorithms including
EMDA and JAEM for joint decision and estimation are inter-
esting exploring. The EMDA algorithm regards the multipath
data association as a triple of measurement-target-mode asso-
ciation, and uses the Kalman smoother to estimate the state

in the E-step, while searches the optimal measurement-target-
mode based on the Viterbi algorithm in the M-step. The EMDA
is optimal, but has a large computational complexity. As stated
in [19], a fast and approximated solution is thus desirable.
The JMAE algorithm is one of the computational-effective
solutions, which converts the triple association into two binary
associations. Instead of finding the optimal association, the
JMAE purses a posterior probability of each mode and its
corresponding pseudo-measurement to estimate the local state,
and further obtain the fused estimate. However, both of them
consider the OTHR multipath target tracking as a centralized
processing, the computational complexity increases rapidly
as the increase of measurements and modes. Moreover, as
an iterative optimization method, the efficiency of the EM
algorithm is affected by the rate of convergence. In the case
of OTHR, the number of measurements per scan is in the
tens of thousands, and the number of ionospheric models is
always more than four. Thus, the missing data is of high
dimension hypothesis in the EM framework consisting of
dense measurements and many possible mode association,
which implies that the EM algorithm converges slowly. The
key problem in the OTHR is to find the fast implement of
the EM algorithm, the distributed EM algorithm uses the
consensus filter to diffuse local information of each mode to
the others, and thus has the advantage of parallel computing.

The objective of this paper is to propose a distributed EM
algorithm to perform the state estimation and identification of
multipath data association jointly, and decrease the computa-
tional cost to meet the needs of practical application.

III. CONSENSUS BASED DISTRIBUTED EM ALGORITHM

A. Correspondence Between OTHR and Sensor Network

The OTHR multipath target tracking consists of multiple
simultaneous measurements from the same target along with
unwanted clutters. Each propagation mode has its independent
target measurement with detection probability and localized
possible candidate association hypothesis. The OTHR can be
regarded as a special sensor network, and each node corre-
sponds to a sensor node. Motivated by the above similarities,
the OTHR target tracking is transformed into the sensor
network collaborate tracking problem as shown in Fig.2.

Distributed estimation and tracking is one of the most
fundamental collaborative information processing problems
in sensor networks. Decentralized Kalman filtering [25,26]
involves state estimation using a set of local Kalman filters that
communicate with all other nodes. Control-theoretic consensus
algorithms have proven to be effective tools for performing
network-wide distributed computation tasks such as computing
aggregate quantities and functions over networks [27,28].
Distributed EM is widely used for density estimation and
clustering in sensor networks [29,30]. Different from the cen-
tralized architecture, the distributed architecture is interested
in performing collaborative tracking, but without the need for
a central fusion node. While each node collaborate by ex-
changing appropriate messages between neighboring nodes to
achieve the same effect as they would by communicating with
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(a) Target tracking in sensor network
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(b) Target tracking in OTHR

Fig. 2: Target tracking in sensor network and OTHR

a central fusion node. The distributed collaborative has the
advantage of more robust and less computational complexity
than that of the centralized fusion architecture.

B. Distributed EM for Joint Identification and Estimation

Consider the sensor network G = (ε,V) denote an undi-
rected graph with vertex set V = {1, 2, · · · , s} and edge set
ε ⊂ {{i, j}|i, j ∈ V}, where each edge {i, j} is an unordered
pair of distinct nodes. A graph is connected if for any two
vertices i and j, there exists a sequence of edges {i, k1},
{k1, k2}, · · · , {ks, j} in ε. Let Ni = {j ∈ V|{i, j} ∈ ε}
denote the set of neighbors of node i. The degree of vertex
i is defined as di = |Ni| and the maximum degree is
dmax = maxidi. The OTHR multipath target tracking can
be regarded as special sensor networks, where each mode in
the OTHR system corresponds to a sensor node in the sensor
network. The special sensor network is full-linked connected
and all the sensor node is synchronized to a common clock,
since the OTHR system itself collects all the measurements
for each mode at the same time just like a fusion center and
thus each mode can diffuse its information to the others.

Notation 3.1 For each mode i, denote the sequence of
measurements in validation region Y i

k−l:k = {Y i
k−l, ..., Y

i
k},

the sequence of local states Xi
k−l:k = {Xi

k−l, ..., X
i
k}, the se-

quence of local measurement-to-target associations Ai
k−l:k =

{aik−l, ..., a
i
k}, respectively. Here aij = n with n ∈ {1, ...,mi

j}
means the measurement n origins from target via ith mode,
otherwise aij = 0 from clutter. Let Xk

k−l = {Xk−l, ..., Xk} be

the global states.
Definition 3.3 Define the complete-data log-likelihood func-

tion of each mode i as Li
k−l:k and its corresponding condi-

tional expectation, also called Q-function Qk
k−l:k(r) at time

interval [k − l, k] by

Li
k−l:k = log p

(
Xi

k−l:k, Y
i
k−l:k, A

i
k−l:k|Y i

1:k−l−1

)
(9)

Qi
k−l:k(r) = EXi

k−l:k

(
Li
k−l:k|Y i

k−l:k, Â
i
k−l:k(r)

)
(10)

where Âi
k−l:k(r) is the association estimate of Ai

k−l:k at the
rth iteration.

The multipath target tracking of OTHR is regarded as target
tracking in the sensor networks, and each mode corresponds
to a sensor agent. The topology of network is modeled by an
undirected full-linked communication graph, since the OTHR
system receives measurements from all the mode just likes a
fusion center, and each mode diffuses its information to other
modes. The functional flow of the proposed DCEM algorithm
is shown as Fig.3.
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Fig. 3: The functional flow of the DCEM framework

Each node consists of a local EM algorithm and a consensus
filter. The local EM algorithm using the local measurements
to estimate the local state in the E-step, and the consensus
filter updates the local state by using the information from
other nodes. All the local estimates converge to the global
state estimate after the consensus filter, and further the optimal
association of each node is obtained by using the global state
estimate. The proposed DCEM has the following advantages.

1) The proposed DCEM is more computationally effective
than the EMDA, since it converts the triple association of
measurement-target-mode into measurement-target asso-
ciation of each mode, and each mode communicates with
each other by using the consensus filter. In a sense, the
proposed DCEM is a parallel processing just as JMAE,
while the EMDA is serial for deal the multipath data
association.

2) The proposed DCEM has more estimation performance
than the JMAE. The JMAE has two aspects of approx-
imation, that is, it is an approximate rather than the



optimal solution for maximizing Q-function in the M-
step, and the approximate solution is based on the ap-
proximate fusion of all the mode state estimates that are
correlative. However, the DCEM avoids the approximate
problems posed by the JMAE.

3) The proposed DCEM has more robust than others.
The consensus filter is proved very effective in the
distributed estimation as its convergence and robustness.
Particularly, in the case of OTHR target tracking where
the detection probability of each is very low, and the
local state estimate is not stable. The DCEM diffuses
each mode information over the networks and converges
to the global state.

(1) Localized Mode-Based EM
The local EM algorithm just uses the local measurements

that fill in the validation region of each mode filter to perform
the state estimation, and ignores the influence from other
modes. For each mode i, we treat local measurement set
Y i
k−l:k, the target state sequence Xi

k−l:k and the sequence of
association events Ai

k−l:k as incomplete data, missing data and
unknown parameters, respectively. The corresponding local
EM consists of the following two iterative steps:

E-Step : Qi
k−l:k(r) = E

(
Li
k−l:k|Y i

k−l:k, Â
i
k−l:k(r)

)
(11)

M-Step : Âi
k−l:k(r + 1) = argmax

Ai
k−l:k

Qi
k−l:k(r) (12)

The complete data log-likelihood function Li
k−l:k defined

by (9) can be expressed as follows:

Li
k−l:k = log p

(
Xi

k−l:k, Y
i
k−l:k, A

i
k−l:k|Y i

1:k−l−1

)
(13)

=
k∑

j=k−l

log p
(
yij |xi

j , a
i
j

)

+
k∑

j=k−l

log p
(
xi
j |xi

j−1

)
+ log p

(
xi
k−l−1|Y i

1:k−l−1

)
By the fact that the initial state, process noises and mea-

surement noises are all Gaussian, the items in (13) can be
rewritten as

p
(
xi
k−l−1|Y i

1:k−l−1

)
= N {

xi
k−l−1; x̄

i
k−l−1,Σ

i
k−l−1

}
(14)

p
(
xi
j |xi

j−1

)
= N {

xi
j ; f(x

i
j−1), Qj

}
(15)

p
(
yij |xi

j , a
i
j = n

)
=

{
p
(
yij(n)|xj

)
, aij ∈

{
1, ...,mi

j

}
{V i

j }−1, aij = 0
(16)

p
(
yij(n)|xi

j

)
= N {

yij(n);h
i(xi

j), R
i
j

}
(17)

where x̄i
k−l−1 and Σi

k−l−1 are the mean and covariance of
system state at time k − l − 1 of ith propagation mode,
respectively.

The Q-function Qi
k−l:k is obtained through taking that

takes conditional expectation of (13) with respect to the state

sequence Xi
k−l:k:

Qi
k−l:k(r) = E

⎧⎨
⎩

k∑
j=k−l

log p
(
yij |xi

j , a
i
j

)
p
(
xi
j |xi

j−1

)⎫⎬⎭ (18)

=

k∑
j=k−l

{
D
(
yij(n)−Hix̂i

j|k−l:k, R
i
j

)}

+
k∑

j=k−l

{
tr

{
(Hi)T (Ri

j)
−1HiP i

j|k−l:k

}}

+

k∑
j=k−l

{
D
(
x̂i
j|k−l:k − Fx̂i

j−1|k−l:k, Q
i
j

)}

+
k∑

j=k−l

{
D
(
P i
j|k−l:k − FPj−1|k−l:k, Q

i
j

)}

where xi
j|k−l:k = E

{
xi
j |Y i

k−l:k, Â
i
k−l:k

}
and P i

j|k−l:k =

Cov
{
xi
j |Y i

k−l:k, Â
i
k−l:k

}
are the mean and covariance of xi

j ,
respectively. These can be obtained from the fixed-interval
Kalman smoother consisted of the forward and backward
filtered outputs as follows:

x̂i
j|k−l:k =P i

j|k−l:k(P
i
j|k−l:j)

−1x̂i
j|k−l:j (19)

+ P i
j|k−l:k(P

i
j|j+1:k)

−1x̂i
j|j+1:k

P i
j|k−l:k =

{
(P i

j|k−l:j)
−1 + (P i

j|j+1:k)
−1

}−1

(20)

After obtaining the Q-function Qi
k−l:k in the E-step, now

we need to maximize it in the M-step. Since the maximization
in (10) is over association events Ai

k−l:k with Q-function, we
ignore the terms that independent with Ai

k−l:k and get the
following expression.

Qi
k−l:k(r) =

k∑
j=k−l

{
D
(
yij −Hix̂i

j|k−l:k, R
i
j

)}
(21)

The association events sequence Ai
k−l:k are independent

over the time sequence, then the optimal association event is
obtained by the nearest neighbor algorithm, otherwise a Viterbi
algorithm is adopted to find the optimal association sequence
in the case of dependence. The optimal association event aij
at time instant j for mode i is

aij = argmin
n∈{0,...,mi

j
}

{
D
(
yij(n)−Hix̂i

j|k−l:k, R
i
j

)}
(22)

(2) Consensus filter over the network
The consensus filter always guarantees the local state reach

to stationary point. They are many ways to perform the
consensus filter, here we present an iterative consensus filter.
The consensus filter uses its neighboring local state estimates
to update its local state estimate and has the formation as



follows:

X i
k−l:k(r + 1) = X i

k−l:k(r) (23)

+ η
∑
j∈Ni

(
X j

k−l:k(r)−X i
k−l:k(r)

)

+ η
∑
j∈Ni

(
X̂i

k−l:k −X i
k−l:k(r)

)
Pi
k−l:k(r + 1) = Pi

k−l:k(r) (24)

+ η
∑
j∈Ni

(
Pj
k−l:k(r)− Pi

k−l:k(r)
)

+ η
∑
j∈Ni

(
P i
k−l:k − Pi

k−l:k(r)
)

where X̂i
k−l:k, P i

k−l:k are the local state estimate and corre-
sponding local estimate error covariance of mode i that ob-
tained by the local KS by Eqs.(19)-(20), respectively; X i

k−l:k,
Pi
k−l:k are the updated state estimate and its corresponding

estimate error covariance, respectively. η is the weight, which

satisfies η ≤ 1

dmax
. The DCEM algorithm is summarized in

Table.1.

TABLE I: The summarized of DCEM algorithm

Step 1: Initialization. (r = 0) Given measurement set Yk−l:k , initialize
association sequence of each mode Ai

k−l:k(0) to suitable values.
Let X i

k−l:k(0) and Pi
k−l:k(0) to zeros.

Step 2: Iteration.(r = 1, 2, ...) For each mode i, i = 1, 2, ..., s.
Step 3a: E-Step.

Using the current associated sequence Âi
k−l:k(r) to estimate the

local state X̂i
k−l:k and covariance P i

k−l:k by Eqs.(19)-(20).
Step 3b: Consensus filter.

Update the local state estimate X i
k−l:k and Pi

k−l:k by other
modes information by Eqs.(23)-(24).

Step 3c: M-Step.
Using X i

k−l:k and Pi
k−l:k to choose the optimal association

sequence Ai
k−l:k by Eq.(22).

Step 3d: Termination.
If the values of Xk

k−l(r) and Xk
k−l(r + 1) are close enough or

the number of iteration reaches to the maximum , then iteration
terminates, else set r = r + 1, and go to Step 3a.

Step 4: Recursion. (r = 0, k = k + 1), initialize X i
k−l:k to the last

ultimate value, and go to iterate loop.

IV. SIMULATION

Considering the same simulation environment for a sim-
ple non-maneuvering tracking using a two-layer ionospheric
model as [4], the target state equation is assumed to be linear
since the target is far away from the receiver, and the detailed
scenario parameters refer to Table.2. We compare the proposed
DCEM with the JMAE, since simulations were not presented
for EMDA in [19] due to its complex computational cost. The
stochastic initialization strategies, including emEM [31] and
RndEM [32] algorithms, share the common idea of trying
different initial values of parameters and choosing the one that
yields the largest local maximum. In this paper, we present

the simulation of all the methods with different initialization
choices, since all of them are based on EM framework.
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Fig. 4: The network graph for OTHR multipath target tracking
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(a) Target trajectory in ground coordinates
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Fig. 5: The scenario of target trajectory and its corresponding
OTHR multipath detection

The topological graph of network is shown as Fig.4, each
propagation mode i is full-linked with other modes. The target
tracking trajectory, OTHR multipath detections and clutters are
shown in Fig.5.



The RMSE comparison based on 20 Monte Carlo runs
between the proposed DCEM and the JMAE is shown in
Fig.6, the estimation performance of the proposed DCEM
is better than the JMAE. This is mainly because the JMAE
is an approximative solution while the proposed DCEM is
an optimal solution. Meanwhile, the DCEM is based on
distributed EM and using the consensus filter to diffuse the
information over the modes, and thus more robust. Moreover,
the DCEM is more computational effective than the JMAE,
particularly, the computational cost for DCEM is 855.4s and
1927.5s for JMAE.

V. CONCLUSION

Motivated by the OTHR multipath target tracking, a new
consensus based EM algorithm is proposed for the joint
multipath data association and state estimation, by regarding
the OTHR system as a sensor network. The proposed scheme
translates the triple association of measurement-target-mode
into data association of each mode, and using local EM
algorithm to solve it. A consensus filter is adopted to diffuse
the local state estimates over the networks. The simulation
verifies the proposed DCEM, which is more effective and
precise than the JMAE. Along the result of this paper, several
further researches could be done. One is how to extend
the proposed EM scheme to the case of the uncertainty of
ionosphere parameters. Another is to compare the proposed
DCEM scheme with EMDA.
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